
Making a Difference
Your Role in Sexual Violence Prevention

on Campus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Welcome! Thank you for joining us today.My name is _______________ and I am here today from _________________________.We are here today to discuss a tough topic - sexual violence - in honor of April, Sexual Assault Awareness Month. We are going to focus on the things we can do to make our campus community safer.We want this to be interactive, so please participate to the extent you feel comfortable.  Before we start, there are a few things I’d like to mention:We want to respect everyone and everyone’s opinions. Let’s try not to interrupt each other.We are here to learn so please raise your hand if you have a question and I will do my best to answer it. Feel free to get up and move around or step out of the room when you need to. Facilitator’s Note: You may want to insert a statement about respecting each other’s privacy when sharing personal stories and examples. 



Introduction

The story:
• In 1964, 38 people witnessed 

the rape and murder of Kitty 
Genovese outside of her NYC 
apartment.  

• The attack lasted for over half 
an hour.

• No one intervened.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Let’s use a story to start our conversation. You might have heard this story before. This case got researchers and the public thinking about why people don’t step in, whether they stop when they see a car accident, see something in the checkout line, intervene when a kid is being bullied, or any number of situations. Why do you think these 38 witnesses did not say or do something?Some answers might include:They didn’t know what to doThey were scared of the attackerThey did not take it seriouslyThey didn’t think it was their businessThey didn’t really know what was going on Those are good answers, and valid concerns for someone witnessing a violent crime. Of course, this is a very extreme example. It is unlikely that you will see something like this. However, it introduces the main idea of our presentation today: that while it can be hard to step in when you see something wrong, it IS possible and can make a big difference.Now let’s look at a situation where someone did step in and do something. (Next slide)Instructor’s Note: For more details on this story, please see the Facilitator’s Guide



Introduction

Two women were leaving a house 
party on their campus when they 
noticed a group of men gathered 
near a closed door. When they 
moved near, the door opened and 
they saw a woman inside, naked 
with a group of men. She looked 
very drunk. The women called 
911. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:This is a true story that really happened on a college campus. Have any of you ever been in a situation where you witnessed something dangerous or inappropriate? What did you say or do? (Solicit stories from audience) Presenter’s Note: many people will probably have stories so try to limit sharing to 2-3 individuals, depending on your timeframe. You may want to brainstorm with your co-workers, family, and friends to come up with good examples to offer in case the audience struggles.There are a few important points to mention related to the stories you just shared (note: only if applicable):	1) You will notice that individuals chose to react in different ways. Sometimes people get physically involved and some chose to call for help. It is always important to consider your own safety if you choose to intervene to help someone else. 	2) In this story, there were multiple people witnessing the act. We have a tendency to look at how others are reacting to a given situation before we react. One person’s failure to act can cause a chain reaction; the whole group then fails to respond in a helpful way. This is also works in reverse.  One person’s action can cause a chain reaction for engagement, for showing you care, for protecting each other from difficult or even violent situations.This example obviously involves sexual violence. However, sexual violence includes a wide range of behaviors in addition to intercourse. Before we move on, let’s briefly define sexual violence.



What is Sexual Violence?
• Any sexual act without consent. 
• Consent cannot be obtained when 

someone is:
 A minor
 Incapacitated due to alcohol or drugs
 Has certain disabilities

• Includes rape, fondling, grabbing 
someone sexually, sexual 
harassment, stalking, domestic and 
dating violence, and many other 
behaviors.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Instructor’s Note: To best address the complex issues surrounding legal age of consent and alcohol use, we encourage you to look up laws in your state, since they differ significantly. Visit the American Prosecutor’s Research Institute at http://www.ndaa.org/apri/programs/vawa/statutes.html for a listing of state statues related to violence against women. We also encourage you to refer to your campus Code of Conduct around sexual violence so that you can answer any additional questions from the audience specific to your school.Issues surrounding alcohol use are especially tricky and complex for individuals in a campus setting, so you may want to follow up later with anyone with specific question to avoid distracting from the presentation. 



What is Sexual Violence?

• 1 in 6 women and 1 in 33 men
will be victims in their lifetime.

> Insert campus-specific stats instead or mention 
increased risk for this age group

Source: (Tjaden and Thoennes, 2000)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Facilitator’s Note: For this slide, we recommend using school-specific statistics to determine the victimization rate for your audience. For example, for University A, with 10,000 students, you might say “Our school has 10,000 students, which means that 1,666 women and 303 men have been victims.” Then pose the question, “Even though you now know how the statistics apply to our school, it can still be hard to see sexual violence as a problem affecting us personally. Why do you think that is?”(SV is hard to see as a personal problem) Because we feel safer if we believe sexual violence only happens to certain types of people, behaving in certain ways, rather than accept that it could happen to us or someone we love.Unfortunately, the reality is that acts of sexual violence, and behaviors that increase the risk for sexual violence, go on around us all the time. The first step in preventing these acts is to look at this issue in a new way: let’s expand our focus from just the victim and perpetrator and look at the individuals and groups that make up the environment around an act of sexual violence (next slide).Statistics Citation:Tjaden P, Thoennes N. Extent, nature, and consequences of intimate partner violence: findings from the National Violence Against Women Survey. Washington (DC): Department of Justice (US); 2000. Publication No.: NCJ 181867. Available from: URL: www.ojp.usdoj.gov/nij/pubs-sum/181867.htm. 



Who is Impacted?

Victim
Perpetrator

Friends

Family

Co-workers

Students

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Acts of sexual violence involve a victim and perpetrator. However, there are many people around these two individuals that might be able to react when we see troubling behaviors, before they become sexually violent. Who might these people be? FriendsFamily membersOther studentsCo-workersStrangers All of these individuals (and groups) have a role in prevention when they learn to recognize inappropriate sexual behaviors and say or do something to stop or prevent them.You might be wondering how to recognize inappropriate behaviors.  Let’s look at some examples and think about whether they are inappropriate or not. (Next slide)



What might it look like?

Two students kiss 
in the quad.

A woman leads a guy who 
looks really drunk upstairs 
during a party.

A group of guys at a 
house party make 
comments about a 
woman’s body as she 
walks by.A professor sends out an 

email with a “blonde joke” 
to students.

A man grabs a 
stranger’s behind 
in a bar.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Instructions: Click to bring up each example separately. Ask audience to decide if this behavior might be inappropriate/sexual violence. How would they know? This is pretty tough. In these examples, sometimes you didn’t have enough information to decide if something was wrong or not. That might be true in real life, too. It might help to think about these behaviors as falling on a continuum or range. (Next slide)



Range of Behaviors

Healthy, age-appropriate, mutually respectful, safe

Mutually flirtatious, playful

Situation- or age-inappropriate or non-mutual

Harassment

Sexually abusive & violent

Adapted from Cordelia Anderson

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:This slide shows a range of behaviors, from healthy and normal to violent and abusive. We’ll talk more about specific behaviors in a moment, but let me make a few key points first:	1) It is important to differentiate here between “sexuality” and “sexual violence”. Remember that there are many healthy, normal sexual behaviors that are appropriate. Sexual violence occurs when one individual crosses the line without permission. Context can often be the distinguishing factor between what is healthy and normal and what is inappropriate and threatening. Something may be mutually flirtatious, but when it is between a professor and a student in the classroom, it is no longer appropriate to the situation. 	2) The arrow is two-sided because behaviors can move along here. It is possible for us to recognize and help stop harassment before it becomes sexual assault. Likewise, if something is harassment, but the offender stops when asked, the behavior could become appropriate. We want to think of this as fluid. Now that we’ve gone through some specific examples and given you this range to think about, let’s talk about what you might do if you have noticed a behavior and think something might be wrong.Some of us might be more comfortable saying something to the victim (or potential victim). Here are some things you could say to a victim or potential victim. (Next slide).Citation: Anderson, Cordelia. (2000). The Touch Continuum: Part of a Risk Reduction Curriculum. SIECUS Report. Volume 29, Number 1, 24-27. 



What can I say or do?

“Do you need 
help?”

“Should I call the 
police?”

“What can I do to 
help you?”

“Do you want me 
to call someone for 

you?”

“Is everything OK?”

“Are you alright?”

“Do you want me 
to talk to so-and-

so for you?”

“Can I walk you 
home?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:(Click to bring up each individual question)Can you think of some others? Can you think of an example from your life where you have offered help to a victim? How might these questions be different for someone you are close, versus someone you don’t know? By asking these kinds of questions, you show you care about someone else’s well-being. Sometimes, that can make a big difference to a person who feels scared or uncomfortable. Validating that they were right to feel used/insulted/assaulted/violated is important.It also indicates to other people in the area (including the potential abuser) that you are paying attention and want to help; this helps avoid what we talked about earlier, where an entire group does nothing because no one initiates action. Helping the victim or potential victim is certainly important. But let’s talk about your options when it comes to dealing with the person making the offensive comment, or behaving inappropriately. While the first concern should always be safety, there are situations where you may decide that speaking up is a safe option. The person acting inappropriately might be someone you know and care about; a friend, classmate or even family member. It can be really uncomfortable to call someone out on behavior you disagree with. Here are some things you might say to the offender (Next slide).



What can I say or do?
“What you said earlier really 
bothered me...”

“I don’t like what you 
just did.”

“How would you feel if 
someone did that to your 
sister?”

“I wonder if you realize how 
that feels/comes across.”

“I am saying something 
because I care about 
you...”

“I know you well enough to know 
that you would not want to hurt 
someone...”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:  Can you think of anything else? We mentioned earlier that preventing sexual violence is about more than just the victim and the perpetrator. Prevention involves people immediately around and connected to potential victims and potential perpetrators. However, it is sometimes easier for individuals to take action if there is a policy or procedure or even a social norm to get more involved. Here are some questions we can ask ourselves about our larger environment and community. (Next slide). 



On Your Campus

• What is my school’s sexual 
misconduct policy? How can it be 
improved?

• How can I work with my campus 
newspaper to make sure they talk 
about this crime appropriately?

• What services are available to 
victims of sexual violence on my 
campus? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Making sure your campus community is doing the best it can to promote prevention and to treat victims of sexual violence won’t happen immediately. Changing communities, organizations, and institutions takes time and work. But we know that it can make a big difference. One quick example to think about is the “Friends Don’t Let Friends Drive Drunk” campaign, created by the Ad Council in the 1980s. By slowly changing our attitudes about drunk driving and encouraging us to say something to potential drunk drivers, this campaign contributed to a 10% decrease in alcohol-related fatalities between 1990 and 1991. This is the same idea we are getting at with sexual violence prevention: we can say or do small things that, over time, make a big difference.Reference:Ad Council: www.adcouncil.org; under Historic Campaigns. You can also download videos of the PSAs for many current and past campaigns, but make sure you obtain permission. 



Let’s Practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CUSTOMIZE: PowerPoint offers a variety of free stock photos that you can place on this slide to make it more relevant to your audience.Talking Points:We’ve introduced the roles that individuals and organizations have in preventing sexual violence. A big part of making this work is to practice what we might say or do in real life situations. Let’s take the remaining time to go through a scenario and talk about our options. 



Imagine...
• As you enter a residence hall at your 

college, you see a couple stumbling 
down the hallway. Their hands are 
all over each other in a clearly sexual 
way. A few minutes later, you hear a 
struggle, then loud voices and yelling 
coming from the room they entered. 
(Adapted from Banyard, Plante, and Moynihan, 2005)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CUSTOMIZE: Feel free to insert your own scenario here, or see the Facilitator’s Guide for other options. Instructions: Read the scenario out loud, or pass out copies of the scenario to the audience. The following 2 slides are optional for inclusion in the presentation. They are provided here to guide you as you facilitate conversation about the scenario. Try to get the group to think about the issues addressed with each of these questions. The two most important things to discuss are:What concerns you about the situation?What can be done? 



Discussion Questions

• What did you see or hear that 
concerns you?

• How does the situation affect 
you? 

• Someone else? 
• What are the risks if you act? Is it 

dangerous?



Discussion Questions

• What are my options? 
• Can I talk with someone else in a 

more appropriate position to do 
something?

• Are there any other resources I 
need?



Take-Home Points

• You have a role to play in preventing 
sexual violence.

• There are many opportunities all day 
long to make a difference in small 
ways.

• There are many ways to speak up or 
take action, not just one “right” way.

• Always consider the consequences; if 
there is immediate danger, call 911.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Let’s just quickly summarize some of the main things we talked about today. What else are you taking away from the conversation?



Resources

• (INSERT LOCAL INFORMATION 
HERE)

• National Sexual Violence Resource 
Center (NSVRC)
–Toll Free Phone: 1-877-739-3895
–Email: resources@nsvrc.org
–Website: www.nsvrc.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CUSTOMIZE! Be sure to insert your organization’s contact information so that participants know where to turn if they have questions or need help.Talking Points:This is just the start. We hope you have learned something today that will help you in your life. If you are interested in learning more about any of the things we talked about today, please check out these resources. Remember that your local rape crisis center can provide information and counseling services if you or someone you love are in need. 

mailto:resources@nsvrc.org�
http://www.nsvrc.org/�
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expert on bystander involvement and 
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Sexual Violence Prevention.

• Order a free copy of the book from 
www.nsvrc.org or call 1-877-739-3895.

http://www.nsvrc.org/�


Any Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
THANK YOU!
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